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We turned up early, like a lot of good men and true, and found long queues forming guarded by 
Imperial Stormtroopers (!). Being fellows of a certain maturity, and with uncertain knees, we chose 
to repair to the nearest dispensary of frothy coffee and good strong tea. 

Beside my good self, there were Sir Charles, Hong Kong Bill and my boy Conor. 

As the time approached we were encouraged to enter the fray by well-proportioned, flaxen haired 
damsels. They also tried to sell us some Wargames Magazine for the hefty price of five guineas! We 
older chaps resisted manfully, though we had to save Hong Kong Bill from these sirens. 

Upon entry, and following the ritual of the gift giving, we found ourselves in a hall of delights. We 
immediately made our way to Osprey’s stand with the intention of informing our good editor of our 
arrival. Despite our fame and manly stature none of them had heard of us, nor knew the 
whereabouts of the scoundrel. Most confounding. 

So next stop – The White Hart. No, not the public house of a similar name, but the stout fellows who 
were to demonstrate our game. They were already hard at it throwing dice for the fate of the 
Empire and bantering in a most wholesome fashion.  

I numbered them thus: Karl Tebbutt, Dave  King, Wayne Bollands, and Dean Winson, ably assisted by 
Richard Taylor. Thank you gentlemen one and all. 
 

 
Here you can not only see some of the chaps, but also the range of printed and laminated materials 
they produced to aid the passers-by in engaging with the demo and participation sessions.  

The two young brothers (in blue) picked up the game in minutes and seemed to having a most 
excellent time. 

If you observe the bottom right corner of the photo you can see lined up several of the dozen or 
more full companies the chaps had prepared for the show. 
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The boy Conor, myself resplendent in slimming stripes, and Dean of the White Hart gamers. 

The terrain was magnificent and provided with great generosity by no lesser person than Shaun of 
The Bunker (Wargames Holiday Centre). It drew admiring crowds all day.  
 

 
Here am I signing a copy of the rules for Shaun. We had queues of people asking for the same service 
until they realised I was not some chap called ‘Dan Abnett’, then they mysteriously vanished. Fame is 
such a fleeting thing. 

We were soon joined by Steve Saleh, sculptor of the first four companies released by Northstar in 
support of the game. I enjoyed a long conversation with him and found him to be a solid chap. His 
skill had turned the fond dreams of a pair of fifty year old boys into reality and I thanked him for 
that. 

We both greatly admired the painting of the White Hart’s companies, and the variety of form and 
colour that they had achieved. In particular the red version of the Dragon Lady we both agreed was 
most excellent.  
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That they had managed to complete so many companies to this high standard in the few weeks 
before the show is a measure of their commitment to the cause. 
 

 
Here I am once more with the boy Conor, but also the magnificent Nick Eyre of Northstar Miniatures 
(in the White T-shirt). He spent quite a bit of time over at the demo enjoying seeing the fruits of all 
his hard work being enjoyed by one and all.  

Caught momentarily at the right hand edge of the photo is a rare sighting of Andy Watkins aka 
Captain Kremmen (from Krell I believe). It is always great to put faces to the chaps one chats with 
online. 

 
Although these chaps turned up late Scotland Yard proved to be a tough Company to crack, until 
placed in my incapable hands whereupon they seemed easy to wipe out to the last Constable! 
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By the late afternoon things had quietened down a bit and the White Hart team were able to open 
up the table for more participation games. Standing to my right is one of my oldest friends Mark. As 
you can see age has treated me more kindly than many of my generation ;).  

Who the chap at the end of the table was , trying to hide from the camera, I have not an inkling. 
 

 
Here is the boy Conor giving me what he so politely describes as an ‘ass-kicking’ at my own game. 
His Uncle Mark was kind enough to take pictures of my humiliation and cheer the young brigand on! 

Note how I, as one of the authors, am having to take rules advice from the shy gentleman in the 
fetching check shirt. I really do have the memory of an opium-addled hamster. 
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Here are few more shots of the games in progress, the White Hart team’s excellent figures and 
Shaun’s gob-smacking terrain. 

 
You really have to watch the traffic in the streets. In a couple of games the wagons killed more 
company members than the enemy! 
 

 
There seems to be a mummified priest advancing with those Cultists. That doesn’t seem to be 
cricket! 
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The Society of Thule and the damnable Tod-Truppen proved to be hard to defeat all day. Here they 
pour through the gate to ruin another player’s day. 
 

This picture was just too cinematic to leave out. I keep expecting Robert Downey Jr. to appear stage 
right. 
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Here are a just a few of the White Hart teams companies: 

 

 

 
All photographs are courtesy of ‘Hong King’ Bill Harrington, ably assisted by the boy Conor. We’d like 
to thank Jess ‘Fox’ Nolan for the loan of her photographic equipment. 

Overall it was an unforgettable experience. Charles and I had a marvellous time mostly because of 
the sterling efforts of others. Neither of us could have predicted that our funny little rule set would 
eventually lead us to such an experience. 

At eventide we retired from the field weary but in good order and sure we would sally forth again. 

See you all at Partizan in Newark where we shall do this all again!! 


